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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

On April 5, 2018, The Inquirer published a story in which nine women, including former 

cadets and employees, accused Youth Education in the Arts (“YEA!”) Chief Executive Officer 

(“CEO”) George Hopkins of sexual misconduct.1 On April 11, 2018, The Inquirer published a 

story in which Jessica Beyer, a former YEA! employee, alleged that Hopkins “regularly made 

inappropriate comments at work, texted her seeking sex, and once raped her in her apartment.”2 

The article states Beyer reported some of the misconduct to Sean King, who was employed by 

YEA! in a supervisory role at the time and is now Interim CEO, as follows: 

 

Overwhelmed by the unwanted attention, Beyer said she more than once told a 

superior that Hopkins was making her uncomfortable, stopping short of telling 

him about the alleged rape but sharing some details about Hopkin’s texting and 

office behavior. 

 

“I was told that’s just how he was,” Beyer, 33, said. “You know how George is.” 

 

The man Beyer said she confided in, Sean King, last week was named as 

Hopkins’ interim replacement. 

 

 On April 12, 2018, WFMZ-TV published an article in which it reports that “Beyer says 

while she didn’t mention the alleged sexual assault, she says she did tell Sean King who was in a 

supervisor position at YEA that Hopkins was relentlessly sending her texts and emails making 

her feel uncomfortable.” 3 

 

Following the reports against Hopkins, the members of the YEA! Board of Directors 

resigned. The replacement Board of Directors then terminated Hopkins and placed King on leave 

pending investigation. YEA! hired Franczek Radelet to conduct an investigation into ongoing 

complaints of sexual harassment, including Beyer’s allegations against King. YEA! asked that 

Franczek Radelet prioritize the investigation into King’s conduct. This preliminary report 

addresses only the allegations regarding King. 

 

II. INVESTIGATIVE APPROACH 

 

Franczek Radelet’s investigation was led by Partner Jennifer Smith with the support of 

Associates Leah Farmer and Mary Deweese.  

 

                                                
1 Breaking a Long Silence, Tricia Nadolny, The Inquirer, available at http://www.philly.com/philly/news/cadets-

drum-bugle-corps-george-hopkins-sexual-abuse-harrassment-allentown-pennsylvania.html. 
2 Two more women say they were raped by Cadets’ George Hopkins, Tricia Nadolny, The Inquirer, available at 

http://www.philly.com/philly/news/politics/cadets-sexual-harassment-drum-corps-george-hopkins-rape-

20180411.html. 
3 YEA! interim CEO suspended amid new allegations, WFMZ, available at http://www.wfmz.com/news/lehigh-

valley/yea-interim-ceo-suspended-amid-new-allegations/728766860.  
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Prior to the retention of Franczek Radelet, YEA! retained Gross McGinley to investigate 

anonymous complaints of sexual misconduct by Hopkins. Franczek Radelet requested and 

received all materials from Gross McGinley’s investigation, including interview summaries and 

notes. According to the records, Gross McGinley interviewed Sean King on February 1, 2018. 

Gross McGinley’s Interview Summary was reviewed for this investigation. 

 

III. INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY AND FINDINGS 

 

A. COMPLAINANT 

According to the media reports described above, Beyer alleges that in 2008 she reported 

to King that Hopkin’s texts, emails, and office behavior were making her uncomfortable. For this 

investigation, Franczek Radelet made several attempts beginning on April 19, 2018 to interview 

Beyer in order to obtain further information regarding the allegations against King. Beyer did not 

respond until May 11, 2018. On May 11, 2018, a third party contacted Franczek Radelet to offer 

to facilitate an interview with Beyer. The third party confirmed that Beyer was aware of the 

outreach attempts and would agree to schedule an interview on certain conditions. The 

conditions were that the interview would be conducted by Jennifer Smith in the presence of two 

third parties who would provide support and advocacy for Beyer and that Smith would limit 

questioning to the allegations regarding King. Smith agreed to these conditions and the interview 

took place via phone conference on June 7, 2018. Smith complied with the interview conditions 

and the third-party advocate interceded and directed Beyer not to answer any questions touching 

on Hopkins’ conduct. 

At Beyer’s request, Smith provided a draft written report to Beyer via the third-party 

advocate for her review and comment to allow her an opportunity to clarify her interview 

statements on June 14, 2018. On June 18, 2018, Janice Newman contacted Smith as Beyer’s 

legal representative. Newman stated that Beyer told her about the interview after the fact and she 

would like the opportunity to review the report and provide a response. Beyer did not choose to 

be represented by Newman during the phone interview. On June 19, 2018, Newman provided a 

written response to the draft report on behalf of Beyer. The written response makes several 

allegations regarding Hopkins. Because Beyer would not answer questions regarding Hopkins’ 

conduct, and because Hopkins’s conduct is not the subject of this report, those statements are not 

incorporated or relied on for this report.  

On April 19, 2018, Franczek Radelet opened a hotline for YEA! inviting sexual or 

workplace harassment complaints. Of the calls received, no callers alleged wrongdoing by King. 

In addition to direct outreach to Beyer, Franczek Radelet made the following efforts to obtain 

information from a former employee who stated that she represents unnamed victims: 

• On April 25, 2018, Smith received a voice message from the former employee 

indicating that “we do have your information.” The former employee indicated 

that a group wanted to help with the investigation, but that they needed time to 

learn more about their rights before they would be willing to speak to Smith. On 

April 25, 2018, Smith responded to the former employee via email stating that “I 
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would be happy to speak to you about my role and provide more information as 

you are making decisions [about whether to share information with YEA!].” 

• On April 26, 2018, Smith emailed the former employee to provide an update 

regarding the King investigation. Smith requested that “if you know of anyone 

with information regarding Mr. King, I would ask you to reach out to me today on 

that issue.” 

• On April 27, 2018, the former employee responded by stating that “many of the 

victims shared concerns about Mr. Hopkins with Mr. King.” The former 

employee stated that she may call Smith the week of April 30, 2018 to discuss 

Smith’s role in the investigation. 

• On April 27, 2018, Smith emailed the former employee stating that she would like 

to speak to those individuals referenced in the former employee’s email who 

allege they reported concerns to King that they believe were not appropriately 

handled. Smith asked whether the former employee is aware of anyone who is 

willing to speak specifically about King. Smith stated “[p]lease let me know if 

there are any accommodations that I can make that would allow you or those you 

are representing to speak to me.” 

As of June 12, 2018, no individuals other than Beyer have come forward to provide 

information regarding the allegations made by Beyer in media reports or otherwise. 

B. ALLEGATION 

 

Sean King was first hired as a full-time employee for YEA! in January 2005 in a 

marketing role. In 2007, the YEA! Board of Directors voted to appoint King as CEO. However, 

King was later told by the Board Chairman that Hopkins would stay on as CEO. King 

subsequently worked for YEA! running the division of bands (2008-2010) and in marketing 

(2011-2014). In 2015, King shifted to a consultant role for YEA! working at YEA! for one to 

two days per week. King was not assigned responsibility for receiving or investigating employee 

sexual harassment complaints.  

 

Jessica Beyer was hired by YEA! as a full-time employee in June 2007 as an 

administrative manager of U.S. Bands. She continued in that role until April 2009. During her 

first year, King worked in the marketing department and interacted with Beyer to provide 

marketing support to U.S. Bands. In 2008, King became the supervisor of U.S. Bands and 

directly supervised Beyer’s work.  

 

Both Beyer and King, as well as sixteen other YEA! current or former employees, report 

that Hopkins’s management style was to yell at individual employees or groups of employees. 

All employees interviewed who had direct contact with Hopkins report that Hopkins verbally 

demeaned employees, both men and women at all levels of the organization. Beyer reports that 

she observed Hopkins yelling at nearly all her colleagues, including King within groups. 

 

Beyer reports that King shared other concerns regarding Hopkins’s professionalism with 

her. Specifically, Beyer recalls King being concerned that Hopkins’s communication was not 
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professional in that he made public communications (via social media and email) with spelling 

errors, typos, run-on-sentences, and generally published a stream of consciousness. 

 

Beyer reports that in 2007 she complained to Hopkins of sexual harassment by two other 

employees. Hopkins responded to her complaint directly. Beyer reports that she does not know 

that King had knowledge of her 2007 complaint. 

 

 In 2008, Beyer states that she reported to King that Hopkins was texting her on his way 

home from a baseball game when she believed that he had been drinking. Beyer did not share the 

details of the texts with King and did not communicate that the texts were inappropriate because 

they were of a sexual nature.4 The same year, Beyer recalls instances of reporting to King that 

Hopkins yelled at her. Beyer states that she did not report her concerns to the YEA! Board of 

Directors or any other YEA! employee. 

 

YEA! did not have a formal sexual harassment policy or established practice for 

responding to harassment complaints during Beyer’s tenure (2007-2009). King was not assigned 

responsibility for receiving or investigating workplace harassment complaints. Beyer reports that 

she made her complaint to King because he was her direct supervisor and had the longest tenure 

with YEA! other than Hopkins. 

C. KING’S RESPONSE TO YEA! EMPLOYEE COMPLAINTS REGARDING HOPKINS 

On April 26, 2018, Smith interviewed King via phone conference. King reports that when 

he was first employed by YEA! in 2005 through 2007, he did observe casual conversations 

between employees that were “off-color.” King reports that he prides himself in not participating 

in that kind of conversation and he suspects that his “straight laced” demeanor may have 

discouraged that type of behavior in his presence and explain why he did not observe the severity 

of sexual harassment reported in the media. King reports that he did not observe or hear about 

allegations of sexual assault. King’s description of his own management style was affirmed by 

statements of Beyer as well as 16 other current and former YEA! employees. 

According to King, in approximately 2006 to 2007, he was aware that Hopkins was 

involved in a legal matter involving sexual harassment, but King was not privy to the details 

about the matter. From that point forward, King observed that Hopkins’ conduct changed around 

the office and King said that Hopkins’ casual off-color statements about women in the office 

stopped. 

However, King reports that working conditions were poor for all the employees at 

YEA!—both men and women. King reports that Hopkins expected employees to work extremely 

long hours for low pay. Hopkins would verbally snarl at employees or “shut you down” during 

                                                
4 In Beyer’s written response to the draft report, she describes her report to King as pertaining to “drunken, late-

night inappropriate” texts from Hopkins. During Beyer’s interview, she stated that her specific memory is of 

reporting one incident to King following a baseball game described in the body of the report. Beyer’s written 

response confirms that Beyer did not report to King that she was raped. During her interview, Beyer repeatedly 

confirmed that she did not report to King that any sexually inappropriate conduct. 
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meetings. King did not attribute Hopkins’ conduct to sex discrimination because Hopkins treated 

all employees poorly, including himself. King said that he frequently would remind himself of 

the positives of the organization’s mission to tolerate continuing to work with Hopkins. King’s 

description of the work environment is confirmed by Beyer and 16 other current or former 

employees. 

King reports that he cannot recall a specific conversation with Beyer about any form of 

sexual harassment (which would have occurred 10 years ago), but generally recalls Beyer 

speaking with him regarding working conditions. King generally recalls Beyer reporting that 

working conditions were not great. King believes that his practice at the time would have been to 

affirm the positive mission that they were working toward at YEA! and offer to attempt to shield 

the employee from Hopkins by acting as an employee advocate. King stated that his practice was 

to attempt to get resources to help the pressing need—such as understaffing on a project. King 

interpreted Beyer’s concern to be with the same type of berating conduct that he experienced 

from Hopkins.  

Beyer confirms that she did not communicate to King that her concerns were regarding 

sexually harassing conduct. Beyer believes that King could have discovered her unspoken 

concerns regarding sexually inappropriate conduct by Hopkins had King investigated her 

concerns, for example by asking to see the texts that Beyer reported were inappropriate. Based 

on the parameters agreed to for Beyer’s interview, Franczek Radelet was unable to obtain 

confirmation from Beyer regarding the substance of the text messages and whether they were 

sexual in nature.  

Beyer and other former employees confirmed that King did not have authority to address 

Hopkin’s conduct on behalf of YEA! One former employee opined that King did not have any 

real authority to address concerns about Hopkins. Beyer opined that while King did not approve 

of Hopkins’s management style, “there was nothing he could truly do about it.”  

V. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Contrary to the implication of initial media reports, no individual has alleged that King 

either received a complaint of sexual harassment or failed to take appropriate action in response 

to complaints regarding working conditions. Beyer did not notify King that she was alleging 

sexual harassment in 2008. No other individuals have come forward with allegations of 

wrongdoing against King after ample opportunity and invitation to do so. Accordingly, there is 

no allegation of wrongdoing by King and the information provided by Beyer confirms that the 

implication of wrongdoing in media reports is fully resolved in favor of King.  

 

YEA! should provide all employees with training regarding how to respond to sexual 

harassment complaints and other complaints of violations of YEA!’s policies. 


